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Dear Sir 
 
I am writing to you concerning recent coverage of the UK Competition Commission review 
of the audit market.  IG  Group ("IG" or "the Group") has recently undergone a tender 
process and replaced auditors Ernst and Young with Pricewaterhousecoopers (PWC)  I 
therefore feel that we have a very relevant perspective on matters relevant to the review. 
 
As a Chief Financial Officer dealing with any procurement issue, I am obviously concerned 
that the business has three objectives: 
 
1) An appropriate choice 
2) Value for money 
3) Reasonable cost 
 
I consider that the following points are pertinent to these objectives. 
 
1) International, regulated businesses require sophisticated service providers 
 
As an international, FTSE listed public company that is regulated across a number of 
countries, I regard IG  as a sophisticated buyer and I regard the multi-disciplinary services 
offered by each of the big four audit firms as creating a sophisticated and competitive market. 
 There are also services offered by smaller and more niche firms that further enhance this.   
 
2) Sophisticated service providers must develop resources across many disciplines and 
geographies 
 
During the tender process, it was important to IG that we had a number of alternatives to our 
existing provider. However,  it was  important to us that an audit firm was able to assist us on 
statutory and regulatory requirements on a global basis.  Audit firms therefore need to be of 
sufficient scale to be able to offer such services on a coordinated global basis and are also 
required, by clients using their services, to have the requisite quality and depth of resource to 
provide expert experience and opinion in each of these complex areas across geographies.   
 
These requirements are extremely challenging and consequently require a firm that is multi- 



disciplinary and global in nature.  Any restrictions on firms to provide solely audit services 
would not enable them to build up such expertise in their people, because they would not 
have any such variety of work and experience, and would also result in their former clients 
having to scour the market for alternatives.  This would not meet the needs of sophisticated 
buyers because of the challenges involved in then sourcing and procuring additional expert 
opinion.  The quality of service available to buyers would fall, and so too would the quality 
of resource in the audit firms. 
 
3) Companies must be  able to leverage the knowledge and experience of firms 
 
IG uses its auditors in areas concerning regulatory authorities and tax compliance.  It 
represents value for money and is efficient for us to be able to leverage the knowledge and 
understanding of our business  that  PWC have developed, when considering other areas of 
assurance work.  The Group has a policy concerning audit and non-audit work, the essence of 
which is to maintain the independence of the audit team.  Removal of their ability to provide 
other services would destroy part of the value that we get from the audit team developing and 
understanding our business.  Further segregation if auditors is not necessary given our 
Board's policy on auditor independence. 
 
There has been discussion of mandatory rotation of auditors.  This would of course have 
further impact on the points raised above.  IG is currently able to choose across four 
providers on additional professional services. If rotation was enforced then a field of four 
alternatives would be reduced to two because companies would not be able to give work to 
either auditor and there would seem to be little point in developing relationship/commencing 
projects with the next incumbent.  Some companies may also feel the need to develop a spare 
audit firm, further narrowing the pool and further preventing them from having choice to pick 
the best advisors from individual firms. 
 
As mentioned above, I had three main issues with regard to procurement.  IG changed its 
auditor, was able to achieve a cost reduction, get global coverage, leverage auditor 
knowledge and remain able to pick the expertise it requires, all the while satisfied that auditor 
independence was maintained through policies and processes overseen by the Board through 
the audit committee. 
 
I conclude that an effective market exists for sophisticated buyers and that it is possible to 
achieve fundamental procurement objectives and to ensure auditor independence. 
 
 
Yours faithfully 
 
 
 
 
Christopher Hill 
Chief Financial Officer 
 
 
 
 
 


